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Keywords for Media Studies introduces and advances

Curiously, “media” receives scant attention in Wil-

the field of critical media studies by tracing, defining,

liams’s own Keywords, taking up barely more than a

and problematizing its established and emergent

single page. This is likely because Williams, who wrote

terminology. Like the authors of other books in the

about television, the press, and radio, understood me-

New York University Press Keywords series, we take our

dia less as a singular entity than as an integral and mul-

bearings from the Welsh scholar Raymond Williams. In

tifaceted aspect of culture and society—as suggested

Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society (1976/1983),

by his two cross-references to longer entries on “com-

Williams presented a “shared body of words and

munication” and “mediation.” It is nonetheless worth

meanings” for understanding “general discussions

considering what he did say about media, a Latin term

of . . . the practices and institutions which we group

he traces to the sixteenth century, when it conveyed

as culture and society” (15). Less a dictionary or an

a “sense of intervening or intermediate agency or sub-

encyclopedia than a holistic conceptual map organized

stance,” such as between a “sense or thought and its

around words, his book charted the history and usage

operation” (203). In the eighteenth century, the term

of “key” words as a means of “recording, investigating

was adapted to newspapers, to the extent that newspa-

and presenting” problems of culture and society to

pers were understood (by capitalists) as “mediums” for

which they were bound (15). Williams did not set out

advertising. A “conscious technical sense” of distinc-

to define a definitive canon of important terms, or to

tions between print, sound, and vision as media began

fix their significance for all time. Rather, he charted the

to emerge during this time as well. According to Wil-

dynamic relationship between language, knowledge,

liams, the term “media” was not widely used until the

and subjects. By tracing the origins and meaning of

twentieth century, when the plural phrase “mass media”

words across changing social, economic, and political

became common parlance for the new institutions and

contexts, he opened up space to interrogate and disrupt

cultural output of broadcasting, the press, and cinema.

commonsense assumptions about culture and society

Only with this development did the formal study of me-

in the present. Keywords for Media Studies adapts this

dia (initially called “mass communications”) emerge,

approach to the vocabulary of critical media studies.

operating with a “converged” understanding of these

The pages that follow present sixty-five keywords,

three senses of media, says Williams (203).

reflected upon by leading scholars tasked to show how

We can see elements, traces, and rebuttals of these

their meanings, histories, and usage intersect with and

early definitions of media across the entries assem-

inform problems and debates in media and society.

bled in this book. For example, while many scholars
1
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approach media primarily as “forms and sign systems”

contextualization and unpacking than we usually grant

(Williams 1976/1983, 203), newer scholarship on medi-

them. Taking cues from Williams, the contributors to

ated affect has revitalized an understanding of media as

Keywords for Media Studies are keen to historicize think-

acting on and between the physical body and the senses

ing about media and society, whether that means not-

(see “Affect,” chapter 3). Assumptions about technologi-

ing a long history of “new media,” or tracing how un-

cal specificity—the notion that different media (print,

derstandings of media “power” vary across time periods

radio, television, the web) have specific properties that

and knowledge formations. We have asked our authors

“take priority over anything actually said or written or

to situate their “key” terms within the interdisciplinary

shown”—are still commonplace, even as many scholars

discipline of media studies, so that this book—in addi-

reject technological determinism (203). As Williams

tion to explicating influential words—chronicles a his-

points out in his entry on mediation, the “modern use

tory of ideas about the objects of academic inquiry and

of media or mass media” continues to assign various de-

the conceptual frameworks in which they have been ex-

grees of power to media institutions to distort the “real”

amined, interrogated, analyzed, and understood. How-

and impose mediated relations (ideology) on social

ever, even more than Williams, we have urged them

consciousness (206). The term “communication,” un-

to go beyond description and summary, to take stock

derstood as early as the seventeenth century as “to make

of media studies now, to intervene in debates, and to

common to many or to impart–an action” (72), was ini-

chart new arguments. This book introduces those new

tially applied to the development of roads, canals, rail-

to the field to some key terms, research traditions, and

ways, and other physical facilities—a focus that lives on

debates, and their contexts and histories, while also

in the analysis of “space” and “infrastructure” in this

offering both these readers and those who have been

volume. Only with the development of “other means of

teaching and researching in the field for years a sense of

passing information and maintaining social contract,”

new frontiers and questions. We’ve often been inspired

he writes, did communication come to refer predomi-

and encouraged by reading these entries, and hope our

nantly to the press, broadcasting, and other mass media

readers will similarly use them perhaps to understand

(72). In long-standing debates about the power of the

the field of play better, yes, but also to see prospects for

mass media, it also is “useful to recall the unresolved

future work.

range of the original noun of action, represented at its
extremes by transmit, a one-way process, and share, a
common or mutual process,” Williams reflected, for the

What Is Media Studies?

“intermediate senses—to make common to many, and

Critical media studies is usually traced to the 1940s,

impart, can be read in either direction, and the choice

when theorists associated with the Frankfurt School

of direction is often crucial” (72–73).

cast their gaze on the burgeoning US mass media and

We point to these discursive lineages not to mini-

cultural industries. From the 1970s and 1980s, the criti-

mize profound changes in media and society since

cal study of media developed at rapid pace, influenced

Williams published his Keywords, but to situate the

by literary studies, film theory, medium and technol-

contemporary study of media within a history of ideas

ogy theory, feminist criticism, television studies, and,

manifested in taken-for-granted terms that require more

perhaps most important, British and American cultural

2
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studies. These varied (and sometimes contentious)

theorizing media now. The sixty-five entries present an

bodies of scholarship differed from the social scientific

expansive guide to the terminology associated with criti-

mass communication tradition that arose in the 1920s

cal media analysis in the broadest sense. Instead of cate-

in their engagement with qualitative analysis, social,

gorizing media in narrow, medium-specific terms (“film,”

cultural, and political theory, and power relations. In

“TV,” “radio”), we have followed Williams’s emphasis on

this book, we understand media studies to be focused

broader conceptual frameworks and modes of analysis

on this critical tradition, which is (and has always been)

(such as “gaze,” “flow,” and “sound”). In addition to

broadly interdisciplinary.

covering familiar media-centric terms such as “institu-

While media studies is (and has always been) an in-

tion,” “technology,” “production,” “representation,”

tellectually diverse endeavor, it has developed recogniz-

and “audience,” we have also chosen terms such as “hy-

able paradigms, traditions, and perspectives that can be

bridity,” “identity,” and “labor” that understand media

mapped for incoming and established scholars. Institu-

within wider social, cultural, political, economic, and

tionalized in university departments of media studies

global contexts. Finally, we have included foundational

as well as designated “areas” within compatible fields

terms for critical media analysis (such as “myth” and

such as communication studies, visual studies, and

“hegemony”) alongside newer analytical terms (such as

cultural studies, critical media studies remains an espe-

“affect” and “assemblage”). As a result, the pages that

cially popular academic inquiry, with introductory and

follow present a comprehensive and forward-looking re-

specialized courses offered at the graduate and under-

source for emerging and established scholars alike.

graduate levels. Indeed, at a time when many academic

Studying media is hard, for despite common usage

disciplines are suffering from reduced enrollments and

that can imply “the media” is a monolithic, singular ob-

diminished institutional support, critical media studies

ject, media are plural and varied. New media constantly

continues to thrive and grow, producing media work-

join the pantheon of “old” or existing media, shifting

ers, critical consumers, and new generations of teachers

the entire landscape at times, or slotting simply into

and scholars. Because the development of new media

age-old patterns at other times. Society itself changes,

technologies, globalization, privatization, and other

thereby revising the stakes or relevance of various media.

sociohistorical factors continues to alter the media

Technological change and/or aesthetic innovation can

landscape, the critical study of media has been forced to

repurpose a medium. Norms of production, distribution,

remain especially innovative, self-reflexive, and vibrant.

delivery, exhibition, and use change. Thus, any study of

While rooted, as Williams insisted, in a discursive past,

the media occurs at a point in time, and all studies are

critical media studies is also experiencing a conceptual

open to revision. This book brings together some of the

renaissance, as scholars and theorists work to keep pace

leading thinkers in media studies to assess where we are

with the transition from mass media to customized, on-

right now, in some cases explaining how we got here,

demand media culture, interactive relationships, and

and in some cases gesturing to possible roads ahead. It

global media flows.

is not a dictionary, aiming to define terms that surely

Keywords for Media Studies maps the enduring con-

all our authors would regard as volatile and ever chang-

cepts and traditions of critical media studies, as well

ing; nor is it an encyclopedia, aiming to give the elusive

as emerging developments and new directions in

totalizing account of a word and promising an equally
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elusive objective rendering. Rather, we are inspired by

new. If we hope to see a field in motion, we are more

Williams’s interest in approaching a broad terrain by

likely to witness that mobility in the evolution of defi-

exploring what are the words that matter discursively.

nitions for similar words from 1976 to 2001 to 2005 to

Which words’ complexities need to be understood to in

2017. Thus, for instance, “ordinary” appears in Williams,

turn better understand how media work? We charged

yet Graeme Turner’s entry on “ordinary” in this volume

our authors with presenting these complexities. We

was written in an era of ubiquitous social media and

also charged them with noting where the word is right

reality television that has recalibrated our relationship

now. And we invited them, should they wish, to inter-

(as amateur content providers and audiences) to the

vene in the word’s life, and to call for new or additional

ordinary. “Race” (or, for Williams, “racial”) appears in

approaches.

all four books, yet Herman Gray’s entry here is situated
within the current moment of ubiquitous visibility, biopolitics, and a supposedly “postracial” America. Susan

Comparisons and Selection

Douglas’s entry on “feminism” considers much of the

If one compares our table of contents to those of earlier

same history as does Bennett, Grossberg, and Morris’s

keywords collections in media and cultural studies—not

entry, yet provides updates for the current moment.

only Raymond Williams’s Keywords: A Vocabulary of Cul-

And a whole host of other terms—“audience,” “author,”

ture and Society, but also Tony Bennett, Lawrence Gross-

“citizenship,” “industry,” and “text” among them—are

berg, and Meaghan Morris’s 2005 New Keywords: A Re-

by no means new additions to media studies’ critical

vised Vocabulary of Culture and Society and John Hartley’s

vocabulary, yet the field’s understandings of them have

2011 Communication, Cultural and Media Studies: The Key

shifted considerably in ways that our assembled authors

Concepts—the addition of some words over time might

delineate. We invite readers, if they are interested, to

gesture to their rising currency. Most obviously, as new

track definitions over time and across volumes.

and digital media have played increasingly dominant
roles in both society and the analysis of media, a host of

By pointing out continuities and differences across

associated issues have risen to prominence, resulting in

various keywords collections, though, we aim not to

the additions of a cluster of words—among them “access,”

start an odd academic game of Matching Pairs, but to

“convergence,” “copyright,” “data,” “interactivity,” “per-

underline the very point of an exploit such as the cre-

sonalization,” and “surveillance”—that did not appear

ation of a keywords collection. Words can carry layers

in the earlier two books. Less obviously, the increasing

of meaning, and they can be not only sites of conflict,

sophistication of critical scholarship on the intersection

change, or conservatism but key actors in the forces of

of media, the body and identity, and the development

conflict, change, or conservatism. They can be rally-

of new approaches to studying mediated identities and

ing cries that unite, weapons that assault, or salves that

subjectivities has warranted new terms not in any of the

calm and heal. For all their visual simplicity (as with the

three books, such as “appropriation,” “cosmopolitan-

short words “race,” “class,” or “labor”) and even when

ism,” “intersectionality,” “play,” and “reflexivity.”

a lazy dictionary might suggest they are fixed and un-

However, we’d pose that scrutinizing tables of con-

spectacular, some words matter immensely and are any-

tents to see “what’s new” belies much of what is in fact

thing but simple. This book sketches out something of
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a cartography, a relief map of media studies and its own
prominences by defining, discussing, critically engaging
with, and in some cases redefining some of the most important words in the field.
Inevitably, some readers’ favorite keywords won’t appear in these pages. We aimed not to canonize, nor to
suggest that only these words matter. Presented with
finite pages and words, we had to make decisions about
whether friendly concepts might be able to travel together under one heading, and at times about which
words demanded redefinition and which may already
have been handled well elsewhere. Nevertheless, we assembled a group that is simultaneously eclectic, interesting, and austere enough to cover a range of traditions
and research questions within media studies. While we
have offered a brief answer to the question “What is media studies?,” the pages that follow present a heftier and
more engaging answer in aggregate.
In closing this introduction, we offer our thanks to our
authors, for being so easy and fun to work with, and for
allowing us to be appreciative readers, not (just) taskmaster editors.
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